Effects of neutral particles on plasma flows and radial transport in a collision-dominated plasma are discussed, with a particular attention given to the modifications due to a poloidal variation of the neutral density. It is found that neutrals are of no importance if the radial particle transport is on a Pfirsch-Schlüter level. If, on the other hand, anomalous effects increase this transport to the Pfirsch-Schlüter radial heat transport level or higher, neutral effects become important in determining the radial heat transport, radial electric field, and the ion parallel flow velocity.
I. Introduction
Although neutral particles are well known to be present at the tokamak edge, just inside the last closed flux surface, they are usually not taken into account in standard tokamak transport equations 1 since their density is normally much smaller than that of charged particles. On the other hand, recent theoretical work [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] predicts, for example, that neutral particle density on the order of one thousandth of the ion density or even smaller is sufficient to produce corrections to the radial heat flux and the parallel ion flow which are comparable to or even larger than the standard neoclassical expressions, at least in collision dominated plasmas. Furthermore, neutrals may sometimes be the main factor determining plasma viscosity 6, 7 and, therefore, the radial electric field just inside the separatrix. Finally, recent experiments (see for example Refs. [ [8] [9] [10] ]) indicate that neutrals in general and their poloidal location in particular may play a role in the transition from the low (L) to the high (H) confinement regime in tokamaks. ] have derived modifications of the standard neoclassical expressions for the parallel ion flow in the plateau and Pfirsch-Schlüter collisionality regimes, respectively, due to poloidally homogeneous neutral particle and anomalous transport effects. Finally, Ref. [ 6 ] has studied the influence of a poloidal variation of the neutral density on the radial electric field and the parallel ion flow velocity in a tokamak edge.
Nevertheless, some important aspects of the problem have not been examined. In this investigation we consider the effect of strong poloidal variation of the neutral density as a source of potentially strong convective parallel and radial particle and heat flows.
We consider a collisional tokamak plasma in the presence of strongly poloidally inhomogeneous neutral atoms. We assume that the radial variation of both the charged and neutral particle densities and temperatures occurs on the same scale length, and that no impurities are present. In Section II we discuss the orderings to be used in our calculations. Then, in Sec. III we briefly review and discuss the importance of the expressions for the neutral temperature, flow velocity, heat flux and viscous stress tensor, originally obtained in Ref.
. The new results appear in Secs. IV and V, where we derive the convective corrections due to poloidal variation of the neutral density to the standard Pfirsch-Schlüter expressions for the ion radial heat flux and parallel flow velocity, respectively. Finally, we discuss the results in Sec. VI and present our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. Orderings
To evaluate ion and neutral effects it is normally convenient to consider the neutral and the sum of the ion and the neutral kinetic equations
where f i and f n are the ion and the neutral distribution functions, respectively,
} is the neutral-ion chargeexchange operator with σ x the charge-exchange cross-section, and ν z ≡ N e σ z v is the ionization frequency with N e = N i ≡ d 3 vf i the charged particle density and σ z the electron-neutral ionization cross-section. The quantities e, M and c are the unit electric charge (Z i = 1 is assumed for simplicity), the ion mass, and the speed of light,
respectively, E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and C i is the sum of the ion-ion and ion-electron collision operators. In Eqs. (1) and (2) elastic and inelastic collisions between ions and neutrals, and neutral-electron elastic collisions are neglected as small. Also, the charge-exchange cross-section is assumed for simplicity to be inversely proportional to the relative velocity, 13, 14 |v − v|, so that the charge-exchange operator simplifies to become X ( To solve Eq. (2) analytically we assume that the ratio of the neutral to plasma densities is small,
and adopt the standard neoclassical collisional transport orderings (see, for example,
). In particular, we assume that the plasma is collisional, i.e.
where λ i ≡ v T i /ν i is the ion mean-free path with ν i and v T i the ion collision frequency and thermal speed, respectively, and qR is the parallel connection length with q and R the tokamak safety factor and major radius, respectively. We also assume that the charged particle density, N i , electron and ion temperatures, T e and T i , and the electrostatic potential, Φ, are functions of the poloidal magnetic flux only in leading order, so that, in particular,
It can be shown a posteriori that the left-hand side of Eq. 
Finally, we assume that the ion flow velocity, V i , is small compared to the ion thermal speed:
We define The time scale of interest is assumed to be that associated with the ion radial Pfirsch-Schlüter heat transport, namely
where
pi is the ion thermal diffusivity and ≡ r/R is the tokamak inverse aspect ratio with r the tokamak minor radius. Then, the electric field,
∂A/∂t, with A the electromagnetic potential, is mostly electrostatic since
where the estimates A ∼ B p r and Φ ∼ T e /e have been used with T e ∼ T i the electron temperature.
For the neutrals we also adopt short mean-free path orderings by assuming
For temperatures of interest, T e ∼ T i ∼ 10 
Finally, we assume that it is the neutral penetration depth that sets the plasma radial scale length, so that
III. Neutral Velocity, Temperature, Heat Flux and Viscosity
It follows from Eqs. (1) and (2) that neutral particles can affect plasma in two different ways: (i) explicitly, by transporting heavy particles and heat, and altering plasma viscosity; and (ii) implicitly, by modifying the ion distribution function, which results in corrections to ion radial fluxes, parallel flows, heat fluxes, and viscosity.
In this section we briefly review the explicit neutral effects which are referred to extensively throughout the rest of this article. Using the orderings (10) it is easy to solve Eq. (1) perturbatively to obtain
Taking the appropriate velocity moments of Eq. (11) we find 2 to leading order in
where the flow velocity V k , temperature T k , heat flux q k , and viscous stress tensor ↔ π k of species k are defined in the usual way by
The symbol " Notice that the first terms in the expressions for V 0 n and q 0 n in Eq. (12) result in radial particle and heat fluxes which are (N n /N i ) 1 times smaller than the corresponding charged-particle fluxes and, therefore, are not of interest. As a result, we find that the leading order neutral radial particle and heat fluxes are
where · · · θ denotes a flux-surface average. Similarly, the flux-surface averaged (R 2 ∇ζ, ∇ψ) component of the neutral stress tensor is
This component enters the flux-surface averaged toroidal angular momentum conservation equation, given to leading order by
and is required to determine the time evolution of the electrostatic potential Φ. In the absence of a toroidal momentum input and in a steady state when neutral viscosity dominates, the electric field is determined by setting Eq. (15) to zero, and the resulting electric field and ion flow is sensitive to a poloidal variation of the neutral density.
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Here and elsewhere, we employ the coordinates (ψ, θ, ζ), with ψ, θ and ζ the poloidal magnetic flux and the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively. We limit ourselves to axisymmetric systems so that B = I (ψ) ∇ζ + ∇ζ × ∇ψ, and define the flux-surface average as . .
Notice, that the standard Pfirsch-Schlüter expression 1, 18 for the ion flow velocity
with
given by
andn ≡ B/B, while the ion heat flux is
The flux-surface averaged ion radial heat flux in the Pfirsch-Schlüter regime is given
and the flux-surface averaged (R 2 ∇ζ, ∇ψ) component of the ion stress tensor is
is the ion-ion collision time with ln Λ the Coulomb logarithm. Using the preceding expressions we can show that ratios of the neutral to Pfirsch-Schlüter ion viscosities and diffusivities are
and
where we permit the parameter ξ, as defined by the expression
to be of order unity, and let ρ i ≡ v T i /Ω i denote the ion gyroradius. To make the viscosity estimate it is appropriate to compare the ∂T i /∂ψ terms in Eqs. (15) and (22).
Consequently, the role of neutrals in determining the radial electric field and transporting heat radially becomes important when ξ
respectively.
IV. Radial Ion Heat Flux
In the two sections to follow we consider the implicit effects of the neutral particles.
In particular, in this section we evaluate the effects of poloidal variation of the neutral density on the ion heat flux.
Employing expression (19) with the unknown quantity q i replacing q 
For any vector u,
so making use of Eq. (12), we find
To derive Eq. (29) we neglected terms containing N i V i · ∇ψ and q i · ∇ψ since it can be shown a posteriori that they are small compared to the terms retained.
Noticing that the radial variation of N i , T i and N n is stronger than their poloidal variation or radial variation of V , and assuming that the poloidal variation of N n is stronger than the poloidal variation of N i and T i , we find that
Integrating Eq. (29) we obtain
where L i (ψ) is an unknown flux function. To determine L i (ψ) we use Eq. (31) to express it in terms of q i B θ , and we recall that for short mean-free path ions the parallel heat flux is given by
Using q i B θ ∝ B · ∇T i θ = 0, we obtain
The last term on the right-hand side of this expression describes the new contribution to the parallel ion heat flux due to poloidal variation of the neutral density and is of order ξ q PS i . We remark that expression (32) for q i can in principle also be altered by a neutral modification of the ion distribution function. However, this modification can be shown
, with w θ the scale length for poloidal variation of neutral density, and w < w θ < r. As a result, this implicit effect can be neglected.
Evaluating B · ∇T i from Eqs. (32) and (33) and noticing that
Then, Eq. (6) follows from Eq. (5) if ξ 1. Moreover, using q i⊥ = (5cp i /2eB)n×∇T i to obtain
The second term on the right-hand side is a new effect that describes a contribution to the radial ion heat flux due to a poloidal variation of the neutral density. It is of order ξ q i · ∇ψ 
V. Plasma Flow
In this section we study how the standard Pfirsch-Schlüter parallel ion flow gets modified by the presence of strongly poloidally inhomogeneous neutrals. This problem has been solved for the case of a poloidally homogeneous neutral density in Ref.
[
Using expression (17) (with the unknown quantity V i instead of V PS i ) in the leading order ion continuity equation,
we obtain the equation
where we again neglect terms containing
Integrating Eq. (37) and recalling that ν z is a flux function to leading order we recover
where K i (ψ) is a flux function to be determined.
To evaluate this constant we dot the total momentum conservation equation for the (ions + neutrals + electrons) by B and then flux surface average. The resulting constraint has been derived in Ref.
and is given to leading order by the equation
where The right-hand side of Eq. (39) can be readily evaluated using Eq. (12) to find
where 
with U defined as the sum of the last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 
where K i (ψ) has been expressed in terms of V i using Eq. (38), V PS i is given by Eq. (18), and
Equation ( 
Notice, that
so that neutral modifications of the ion parallel flow velocity are important when
VI. Discussion
Were we willing to assume that the radial particle and electron heat transport are determined by collisional processes only, we could easily evaluate N i V i · ∇ψ θ and q e · ∇ψ θ to find that they are given by the standard Pfirsch-Schlüter expressions with corrections due to a poloidal variation of neutral density of order ξ. We could also derive a closed system of flux-surface averaged transport equations for N i , T i , T e and Φ (plus an equation for N n ), similar to that obtained, for example, in Ref.
for a pure plasma, but with neutral effects taken into account.
Then, it would follow by comparing the last two terms in the ion continuity equation,
using a Pfirsch-Schlüter estimate for the particle flux
that in the steady state
Here, m is the electron mass. Therefore, all the neutral effects discussed in this paper would be small and could be neglected.
VII. Conclusions
The effects of a poloidally inhomogeneous neutral particle density on the parallel and radial ion heat flux and parallel ion flow velocity in a collision dominated plasma have been investigated. The poloidal variation of the neutrals modifies the parallel ion heat flux, which results in a convective contribution to the radial ion heat flux.
However, this contribution is shown to be small compared to the radial neutral heat flux and can be neglected. In addition, the poloidal neutral variation also introduces a modification into the parallel ion flow. This modification can be comparable to those introduced by poloidally homogeneous neutrals It follows from the ion continuity equation that if the radial particle transport is at the standard Pfirsch-Schlüter steady state level, then the parameter ξ is forced to be so small that all the neutral effects are negligible. The situation, however, changes drastically if anomalous effects increase the radial particle diffusivity to the level of the Pfirsch-Schlüter radial ion heat diffusivity. Then, depending on the level of this transport and, consequently, on a magnitude of ξ, the influence of neutrals on the radial electric field, the radial heat transport, and the ion parallel flow velocity becomes important.
